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Interregional Blood Transfusion SRC
chooses Enzygnost (ELISA) Anti-HCV 4.0
assay and Quadriga BeFree System
Fewer confirmation tests needed. Less destruction
of false-reactive blood components. Fewer unnecessary donor
deferrals. These are some of the benefits achieved by a key
testing laboratory of the Swiss Blood Transfusion Service (BTS)
when it switched from the Ortho HCV 3.0 assay to the highly
specific Enzygnost® Anti-HCV 4.0 assay, run on the Quadriga
BeFree® System from Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics.
Ensuring safety of the Swiss
blood supply
BTS is an institution of the Swiss Red Cross
(SRC), which operates under a government
commission to supply the population
of Switzerland with blood and blood
components. Under the umbrella of BTS
there are 12 regional sites that together
draw 340,000 blood donations annually.
Seven of these sites maintain laboratory
testing facilities. Interregional Blood
Transfusion SRC (IBT), which tests 150,000
donations a year, decided to switch to the
Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0 assay.
“The Enzygnost assays are easy to use—
which reduces staff time spent preparing
reagents―and they are cost-efficient, with
increased throughput,” Tinguely says.

IBT operates under strict national blood
transfusion guidelines addressing the entire
process, from initial blood donation
to patient transfusion. These guidelines
cover handling of the tubes, transport
and storage, and infection-marker testing,
including recommendations on which
assays to use and which controls must
be performed. Procedures to follow after
an initial reactive donation are clearly
described (see Figure 1.) Nucleic acid testing
(NAT) for HIV, HBV, and HCV is mandatory
in Switzerland, as are serological tests
for HBsAg, anti-HCV, anti-HIV1/2 and anti-T.
pallidum. The sensitivity limits for the three
NAT tests (HIV, HCV, and HBV) in the
individual donation were set at 10,000,
5,000, and 25 IU/mL, respectively.

Swiss Red Cross
Swiss Blood Transfusion
Service at a glance
• Population served:
– 8 million
• 12 regional Blood Transfusion
Services; 7 have laboratory
testing facilities
• 340,000 blood donations
per year
– 320,000 whole blood
– 20,000 aphaeresis
• Produced and delivered
to hospitals:
– 320,000 red blood cell
concentrates (RBC)
– 70,000 transfusion plasmas
– 35,000 platelets
concentrates (PT)
• 150,000 of total 340,000
donations screened on Quadriga
BeFree System with Enzygnost
assays (ELISA)

“The high sensitivity and specificity
of the Enzygnost assays are ideal
for donor screening.”
Caroline Tinguely, head of the screening laboratory.
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Analysis reveals advantages
of Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0 assay
on Quadriga BeFree System

Tests performed:
• Enzygnost HIV Integral 4 (retrovirus) assay; MPX test using other instrumentation
for individual blood donations (ID) Enzygnost HBsAg 6.0 (hepatitis) assay
• Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0 (hepatitis C) assay; MPX test on other instrumentation in ID
– After confirmation of repeated reactive sample, a second independent screening
and an HCV immunoblot must be performed.
– In a second drawing for reconfirmation, a second anti-HCV screening assay,
an HCV–immunoblot, and an HCV ID-NAT must be performed
• HBV; NAT sensitivity limit set at 24 IU/mL hepatitis B virus
• Anti-T. pallidum (syphilis) assay
• Anti-CMV/IgG + IgM (virus) assay
Two Quadriga BeFree Systems with Enzygnost assays (ELISA) plus two BEP III Systems
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IBT had used the Ortho HCV assay for
25 years. Searching for an alternative
for the laboratory, IBT wanted a uniform,
homogenous standardized assay from
the same manufacturer it uses for the
parameters (Anti-HIV, HBsAg, Anti-CMV)
and on the same testing platform.
IBT chose the all-in-one solution from
Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics: the
Quadriga BeFree System with Enzygnost
Assays. The comprehensive, end-to-end
solution encompasses high-performance
instrumentation; a broad menu of sensitive
and specific reagents; and full-lifecycle
services including optimization, staff
training, and technical support. This all-inone approach brought together, from
a single supplier, all the elements the IBT
laboratory needed to implement fast,
efficient, and safe blood-donor screening.
The Quadriga BeFree System provides fully
automated processing of microtitration
plates (MTP), with comprehensive quality
management and a broad menu of assays
for infectious-disease diagnostics. The
system provides workstation consolidation
with a front-end solution that automatically
dispenses samples from primary tubes
via the sample processor component
and integrated plate transport to up
to two BEP® III Systems according to the
IBT configuration of the Quadriga BeFree
System. The automated MTP system loads
samples continuously in batch mode and
processes them all the way through to
results; operators simply load and supervise,
while the smart software demonstrates
traceability of operational steps.

An assay used for donor screening must
feature both high specificity and high
sensitivity. High specificity prevents false
positives that would force a lab retest
to confirm and finally to discard blood
(See Figure 1.) High sensitivity prevents
infected blood from being released
to the public.
“We don’t want false reactions forcing
us to destroy usable blood. The blood
is costly, and recruiting two or three new
donors to replace a deferred repeat donor
is expensive,” says Christoph Niederhauser,
scientific head of IBT laboratory diagnostics.
“What’s more, we don’t want to upset
donors by telling them after three unspecific
blood draws their blood was nonspecific
reactive and therefore they are no longer
eligible to donate blood.”
In Switzerland, high specificity is especially
important. The government mandates,
in addition to the serological screening,
HCV-NAT in individual format or in minipools of up to six donations.
Searching for a suitable assay, IBT
analyzed approximately 2,300 plasma
and 3,200 serum samples for specificity
validation and robustness. The Siemens
Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0 assay proved
to be highly specific using either serum
or plasma samples.
“Fewer unnecessary confirmation tests
need to be performed, and thus donors
are preserved and do not need to donate
a second blood sample, which is a particular
optimization of the testing algorithm,”
Niederhauser says. “We were glad we
did not have to adjust our donor potential
after the introduction of the Enzygnost
Anti-HCV 4.0 assay.”
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Figure 1. General algorithm from screening to confirmation. Confirmation procedure for HCV:
second anti-HCV screening assay, HCV immunoblot for the drawing of the donation. In a second
drawing for reconfirmation, a second anti-HCV screening assay, an HCV – immunoblot, and a HCV
ID-NAT must be performed.

“Fewer unnecessary confirmation tests
need to be performed, and thus donors
are preserved and do not need to donate
a second blood sample, which is a particular
optimization of the testing algorithm.
We were glad we did not have to adjust our
donor potential after the introduction
of the Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0 assay.”
Christoph Niederhauser, scientific head of BTS laboratory diagnostics,
Interregional Blood Transfusion SRC (IBT)
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Ease of use, improved
performance, cost efficiency
In May 2013, the IBT laboratory replaced
the Ortho HCV 3.0 assay with the Enzygnost
Anti-HCV 4.0 assay, resulting in enhanced
specificity in the routine HCV blood-donor
screen. This improvement was observed
in both the initial and repeat screens
in the testing of the naïve donor population
(See Figure 2.) A specificity improvement
from 99.94% to 99.96%, spread over
150,000 tests annually (2013–2014),
results in important donor-relation
advantages as well as savings in lab-staff
time and reagent consumption.
“A particular advantage when compared
to Ortho HCV 3.0 assay is the excellent
stability and the robustness of the Enzygnost
reagents,” IBT lab leader Tinguely says.
“No shift or drift in quality was observed
over a long period.”
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Figure 2. Specificities after initial screening and the repeat screening in duplicate.
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The different-colored reagents have made
handling extremely user-friendly; thus
mix-up of reagents no longer occurs,
she adds. Additionally, most ELISA reagents
are ready to use or can easily be
reconstituted. With no need to prepare
pathogenic reagents separately, the
workload on laboratory staff is reduced
while safety is enhanced. IBT finds the
kit size optimal for its purposes, which
eliminates unnecessary waste. Automation
of the screening workflow creates a lean
and standardized process that reduces
contamination and mix-up risks. Daily high
throughput increases cost-effectiveness.
Finally, the screening setup allows easy
audit evaluation, with quality-control
monitoring and statistics easily accessible.
“The highly specific Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0
assay has led to less confirmation testing;
less destruction of false-reactive blood
components; less unnecessary deferrals
of donors; less uncertainty for false-reactive
donors; fewer re-entry procedures
performed; easier and safer handling;
and optimal processing and scheduling
in combination with the other markers
used,” Tinguely says. “Switching our IBT lab
to the Enzygnost Anti-HCV 4.0 assay gives
us cost efficiency, ease of use, and
enhanced performance.”

“A particular advantage when
compared to Ortho HCV 3.0 assay
is the excellent stability and
the robustness of the Enzygnost
reagents. No shift or drift in quality
was observed over a long period.”
Caroline Tinguely, head of the screening laboratory.
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BEP, Enzygnost, Quadriga BeFree, and all
associated marks are trademarks of Siemens
Healthcare Diagnostics Inc. or its affiliates.
All other trademarks and brands are the
property of their respective owners.
Product availability may vary from country
to country and is subject to varying
regulatory requirements. Please contact
your local representative for availability.
Note: Siemens recommends utilizing proper
protective equipment when running samples.
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